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ABSTRACT
JACK AUSTIN BADGER: A Multi-Dimensional Evaluation and Strategic Exploration
of Institutional Investing with Focus on State Street Corporation
(Under the direction of Victoria Dickinson)
This report examines State Street Corporation in a way similar to that of a professional in
an advisory role. Included in this analysis is a brief history of the firm, financial ratio
analysis and implications, audit and tax recommendations, and tools to help improve
State Street’s strategic outlook and outlast its competitors.
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Chapter 1-History and Operations of State Street Corporation
I. Early History and Formation of Union Bank
When it comes to the financial services industry, State Street Corporation (STT)
has one of the most illustrious and rich histories in the business. State Street’s history
can be traced back to Union Bank (Pederson). Union Bank, founded in 1792, was one of
the very first banks to be chartered in the young United States, and just the third in the
city of Boston, Massachusetts (Pederson). Union Bank was at the corner of State and
Exchange Streets, with the former eventually becoming the namesake of the newest bank
in Boston. State Street, known as the “Great Street to the Sea,” served as a gateway to
Boston’s ports and harbor. The proximity to the booming Boston maritime industry
undoubtedly played a pivotal role in the growth and expansion for Union.

The

importance of the maritime industry to State Street is evidenced in the logo used by the
corporation today, which portrays a clipper ship. In addition to the use of the clipper,
State Street’s offices were covered in nautical memorabilia for decades to come
(Pederson). In 1865, having survived the Civil War, Union Bank was awarded a national
charter (Pederson). Upon receiving this charter, the institution changed its name to
National Union Bank of Boston.
II. National Union Bank of Boston’s Rise from Local to National Prominence
As National Union Bank of Boston pushed in to the 1900s, it outlived all other
financial institutions of its day, becoming the oldest continually operating bank in the city
of Boston, and the second oldest in the United States behind only what is presently
known as BNY Mellon (Boston Global). While National Union had already enjoyed just
over a century of success, competition came in the form of State Street Deposit & Trust
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Company in the summer of 1891. Officers of Third National Bank started State Street
Deposit & Trust with $300,000 in capital, equivalent to about $8,000,000 in 2015 dollars.
In 1897, State Street was renamed State Street Trust Company, and was operating
entirely as an independent entity. Over the next couple decades, State Street experienced
exponential growth. Between 1920 and 1925, its deposits increased 20-fold. To cap off
this period of growth, State Street housed the United State’s first mutual fund (Pederson).
In 1925, State Street and National Union merged.
III. Merging to Incorporation Through the Mid-20th Century
Prior to the 1925 merger of National Union and State Street, Allan Forbes began
his tenure as President of State Street in 1911 (Pederson). Forbes served the corporation
until his death in 1955. While Forbes was president, deposits increased by a factor of
nearly 100 times. In 1955, State Street completed one of its major mergers, this one with
Second National Bank, followed by a merger with Rockland-Atlas National Bank in
1961. State Street incorporated in 1969, following this period, which could fittingly be
described as the bank gobbling up its Boston competition (Reuters). However, this time
of prosperity for State Street came to a grinding halt in the 1970s. High inflation,
coupled with State Street’s reliance on real estate lending, lead to trouble for the newly
incorporated bank. A savior came in the form of new CEO William Edgerly. Edgerly,
formerly on the State Street’s board of directors, decided to change State Street’s
strategy. Edgerly decided that the firm should focus much more on investing and various
securities, in contrast to its more traditional role as a traditional lender (Pederson). After
Edgerly’s restructuring, lending made up less than 20 percent of its total business. This
number is made more significant when compared with lending’s share of revenue for
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State Street’s competitors, which is about 60 percent (Locke). This turn in focus proved
to be a pivotal point in the evolution of the entity. The fledgling CEO also made the
decision to invest heavily in technology to research innovative ways to get ahead of the
curve in the industry. Roughly a quarter of State Street’s operating budget was dedicated
to technology and associated research (Pederson).
IV. Growth and Expansion in the 1980s and 1990s
State Street opened its first international office in Munich in 1972, but the
company’s major international expansion projects took place in the coming decades. In
Australia, New Zealand, and Canada, State Street had become one of the leading service
providers, specializing in security investments and pension management (Pederson).
State Street’s global success likely played into its continued attractiveness to investors,
with shares increasing in value by 17 times between 1981 and 1991 (Yahoo Finance).
Even with its new global vision, State Street made sure not to forget about its Boston
roots. State Street continued to make loans to small and medium businesses, contribute
to development funds throughout the city, and award fellowships to leaders in everything
from science to community development (Pederson). In the mid 1990s, State Street’s
years of technological innovation and unique banking style proved to be one of its biggest
weaknesses. Though the firm had developed a very profitable and creative niche for
itself for the last 20 years, competitors were beginning to catch on. Due to State Street’s
already significant market share in its trust, pension fund, and mutual fund businesses,
their growth slowed dramatically (Pederson).
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V. Reinvention for the 21st Century
A year before the turn of the millennium, State Street may have made its most
influential decision since its inception in 1792. State Street sold its commercial banking
operations to Citizens Financial Group, a division of the Royal Bank of Scotland, based
out of Providence, Rhode Island (Citizens is Buying). This sale was a watershed moment
in the history of the company, all but solidifying its total transition to asset management,
and its exit from retail and commercial banking. State Street did not take a break after
this monumental transaction. To immerse themselves fully in the asset management
industry, several important acquisitions were made, perhaps most notably that of
Deutsche Bank’s securities division (State Street Will Become).

This $1.5 billion

acquisition made State Street the largest securities service firm in the entire world (State
Street Will Become). Not only did this purchase make State Street the world’s leading
provider in security services, but it also reinforced their global presence, specifically in
the European market. Since the turn of the 20th century, State Street seems to have had a
very strong correlation between its merger and acquisition activity and its success as a
firm.
VI. State Street Corporation Today
Like many financial institutions, State Street was hurt severely by the most recent
recession. In January of 2009, STT was trading at just over a quarter of its share price
from the previous year. Today, State Street is trading at its highest price in 5 years, and
its upward growth shows no signs of stopping. The company continues to be fueled by
the same unique and innovative principles they have had over the last century. One way
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the firm continues to institute these ideas and practices in its culture is through innovative
partnerships with organizations such as Technology, Entertainment, Design, or TED.
State Street has also been partnering with other firms to expand and enhance their
existing lines of business. To ensure the full benefit of its clients, State Street has made
effort to partner with firms in the Boston area as well as corporations throughout the rest
of the world. Boston Financial Data Services, Inc. is high performing, high quality,
record keeping entity that clients can take advantage of globally and interact with locally
(State Street). Another example is The WM Company, a performance analysis firm
based in the United Kingdom to serve overseas clientele (State Street). With offices in 29
countries, it is crucial that State Street is able to provide resources and assistance to all of
these vastly differing markets (State Street).

Over the last few years, State Street has

been recognized time after time for their work in many different areas of business and
their corporate culture. In 2014 and 2015, State Street was named as the top Global
Custodian, the Best Securities Financing in the Asia Pacific region, the best ETF Service
Provider in Asia Pacific and Europe, Mutual Fund Administrator of the Year, and Hedge
Fund Administrator of the year, among others (State Street). State Street’s corporate
culture has also been recognized for its diversity. It was named Black Enterprise’s 40
Best Companies for Diversity, Working Mother’s 100 Best Companies List, and EPA’s
Top Partner Rankings (State Street).
VII. Lines of Business
As per State Street’s annual report, they have two main lines of business,
Investment Servicing and Investment Management (2012 Annual Report). Both of these
business segments are very management and performance fee driven, and have caused
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some to call into question how much of a “bank” State Street actually is. State Street’s
Investment Servicing segment includes: custody, product and participant level
accounting, daily pricing and administration, master trust and master custody, record
keeping, cash management, foreign exchange, brokerage, and other trading services
(State Street Corporation). Investment Management is provided through the use of State
Street Global Advisors, or SSgA (State Street Corporation).

Through these two

segments, State Street services 12% of total global assets (Ferguson).
Figure 1-1

Develop
Investment
Strategy

Prospective Client
Research

Client Acquisition

Client Retention
and Service

•Research Securities
•Build Potential Portfolios
•Cater to needs of geographic area, particular client, or particular overall market
•Develop innovative technology to track and analyze potential performance

•Develop and search out potential leads
•Find out what particular aspect of business client may be interested in

•Initial conversation with client
•Face to face meeting with client
•Bring multiple plan and portfolio possibilities
•Tailor avaialable options further to ensure client satisfaction

•Keep in regular contact with client
•Regularly manage and examine client's portfolio to maxamize performance and
satisfaction of client wants
•Always be looking for referrals and new clients
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VII. Geographic Presence of State Street

Ireland
Australia

• International Fund Services, SSgA, and State Street International
•State Street Bank and Trust Co., SSgA

Italy
Austria
••State
SSgAStreet
and Bank
StateGmbH;
Street Bank
Belgium
Japan
•SSgA

• State Street Bank and Trust, SSgA, and State STreet Global Markets
Brunei Darassalam

Luxembourg

•State Street Sdn Bhd

• State Street Bank Luxembourg
Canada

•State Street Trust Company
Malaysia
Islands
•Cayman
Princeton
Financial Systems
•State Street Cayman Trust Comapny

Netherlands

Channel Islands

• State Street Bank Europe and SSgA

•State Street Alternative Investments Solutions and State Street Bank and Trust Company

Poland
China
••State
StateStreet
Street
Bank
GmbHState Street Technology, and State Street Financial Services
Bank
and Trust,
France
Singapore
•Princeton Financial Systems and SSGA

• State Street Bank and Trust
Germany

South Africa

•Princeton Financial Systems, State Street GmbH, and SSgA

• State Street Southern Africa
Hong Kong

•State Street
Bank and Trust
South
Korea

•India
State Street Bank and Trust Company
•State Street Services India, SSgA, and State Street Corporate Services
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Switzerland
• Allocare, Complementa Investment, and State Street Bank GmbH
Taiwan
• State Street Bank and Trust
United Arab Emirates
• SSgA
United Kingdom
• State Street Bank and Trust
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VIII. State Street’s Board of Directors
State Street’s board of directors is composed of 13 members, only two of which
are women.
•

Joseph L. Hooley-Chairman & CEO
Mr. Hooley has been a part of State Street for almost 30 years. He
previously served as president and CEO of Boston Financial Data
Services. This experience gives him expert insight into the technical side
of the business. He also serves as a director for the Boys & Girls Clubs
Boston which gives him excellent insight and a constant connection to the
community in which he works and lives.

•

Jose E. Almeida
Jose Almeida is the chairman, president, and CEO of Covidien. Mr.
Almeida is an expert in big picture strategizing, like global expansion. His
seat on the board of the Advanced Medical Technology Association gives
the State Street board a cutting edge view into the world of biotech.

•

Kennett F. Burnes-Lead Director
Mr. Burnes was chairman, president, and CEO of Cabot Corporation, a
chemical manufacturer.

•

Peter Coym
Mr. Coym was the former head of Lehman Brothers and he has years of
European banking experience. He is an expert in influencing all actors in
the financial industry, from clients to regulators.

•

Patrick de Saint-Aignan
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Patrick has been in charge of fixed income, debt capital market, and risk
management throughout his career at Morgan Stanley. His most valuable
asset to the board is his risk assessment ability.
•

Amelia C. Fawcett
Ms. Fawcett is chairwoman of the Guardian Media Group, a business that
deals in multimedia from around the world. She is also a Governor of the
London Business School and a commissioner for the Fulbright
Scholarship.

•

William C. Freda
Senior partner and vice chairman at Deloitte, William Freda is an expert in
maintaining client relationships.

Freda has worked with some of

Deloitte’s most important clients, with employees at every level in the
company. Mr. Freda is also very involved in community engagement,
serving as chairman of the board for Catholic Community Services, and
his local United Way.
•

Linda A. Hill
Dr. Hill is a professor at the Harvard Business School.

She is also

involved in the electrical components industry and has authored several
books on management and leadership. She is very involved in the Boston
community, serving on numerous boards.
•

Robert S. Kaplan
Mr. Kaplan is another board member who is a professor at Harvard
Business School.

He currently advises a private equity firm, and he
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previously served as vice chairman at Goldman Sachs. Mr. Kaplan co
chairs Project A.L.S and the Teak Fellowship, a program designed to
support low income students living in New York City.
•

Richard P. Sergel
Mr. Sergel is very involved in the electrical industry, serving as CEO of
North American Electric Reliability Corporation and the New England
Electric System.

•

Ronald L. Skates
Mr. Skates has worked in several industries, including: electrical
components and computers, accounting, and real estate. He is also a
trustee of The Massachussetts General Hospital.

•

Gregory L. Summe
Mr. Summe has been involved with private equity since 2008. Prior to
this, he worked in defense contracting and health sciences.

He has

published articles in the Harvard Business Review, and Electronic
Business.
•

Thomas Joseph Wilson II
Thomas Wilson II is currently CEO of Allstate. This experience brings
valuable risk and leadership knowledge to the board.

As CEO, he

successfully lead Allstate through the financial crisis, proving Mr.
Wilson’s excellent leadership abilities even in extreme adversity. He has
also served on the Federal Reserve Board of Chicago.
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Overall, State Street’s Board of Directors has a huge range of experience,
encompassing utilities, microprocessors, and financial services. Most members of the
board are also heavily involved in community service, making it very easy for State
Street to connect with the community in Boston and around the globe.
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Chapter 2-Strategy, Vision, and Competition
I.

Current Mission and Strategy
State Street, despite its beginnings as a commercial bank, is far from what most

consumers would consider a “bank” today. While part of State Street’s current business
does involve custodial banking, the firm’s main emphasis is on asset management related
operations.

State Street primarily works with institutional investors, mutual funds,

exchange traded funds, or ETFs, investment managers, pension funds, and retirement
funds (Benavidez, 2012). A big focus is being placed on their long term objectives, being
achieved through their continued globalization (Annual Report, 2013).

State Street

currently operates in over 100 geographic markets, and is experiencing huge amounts
growth in many of these international markets. With 40% of total revenue coming from
outside the US, and 86% of newly acquired assets coming from foreign areas, State Street
is making the most of foreign growth potential (Annual Report, 2012). Most investment
management services for the firm are done through State Street’s subsidiary, State Street
Global Advisors, abberviated as SSgA. State Street spells out their goals and intentions
in their mission statement:
“State Street is a leading financial services provider serving some of the world’s most
sophisticated institutions. We offer a flexible suite of services that spans the investment
spectrum, including investment management, research and trading, and investment
servicing. (State Street)”
For years, the company has prided itself on being a leader in innovation, and this
innovation is one of the main driving points of their philosophy. In 2012, State Street
launched an iPad app, State Street Springboard, to help cut down on costs and increase
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efficiency. Springboard allows for clients to gather in depth information and risk analysis
on their portfolios at the touch of a finger. This, in turn, gives clients the ability to access
this information any time of day, in or out of the office, whether or not their portfolio
manager is available (State Street Launches).
Another major focus of State Street is taking full advantage of cloud computing.
Many firms focus on a fairly limited or narrow spectrum of investment alternatives, but
this is not the case at State Street. Rather than pushing two or three packages of
alternative investments or the same, stagnating package of ETFs and mutual funds, State
Street’s asset managers are continually pushed and encouraged to develop new and
dynamic investment strategies. With any firm, investors are almost always promised
active portfolio management, but few, if any firms offer the active portfolio improvement
State Street has implemented to help them become a leader in the industry. A third tenant
of State Street’s philosophy is the use of strongly-rooted empirical research. State Street
believes that the growing Asian markets are an incredible outlet for growth and increased
equity. They recently surveyed over 200 asset managers in the Asia Pacific region to get
a better glimpse into these evolving markets (State Street, 2013).
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II.

Demand for Industry Services
Over the last decade and a half, the financial markets have experienced many highs

and lows, leading to volatility and uncertainty. The new millenium marked the burst of
the technology bubble. Less than ten years after the world economy was hit by this, the
world experienced what was widely considered the worst period of economic growth
since The Great Depression. The Great Recession is still very fresh on the minds of
potential investors, and the public in general. During this period, the world saw the
collapse of some of the biggest financial institutions in existence. Naturally, this lead
many to believe that their trusted brokers or financial planners were little more than day
traders who eventually lead the United States and the world to the brink of financial
disaster. Restoring investor and client trust has undoubtedly been a major task for all the
players in the financial services and asset management industry. The industry revenue
has grown at an average of 3.3% over the last five years (IBIS World). This growth is

Industry Revenue Growth
36

expected to increase to an average
rate of 3.9% each year leading up to

34

2019 (IBIS World). Industry experts

32
30

believe that this growth could expand

28

further if diversification within the

26
24

industry is utilized.

22

Risk analysis

and management is an ever growing
Series 1

field that could produce large shifts

in market share.
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One of the biggest factors that plays into the demand for asset and wealth
management services is the health and current activity of the market. A quick and easy
way to gauge how the market is doing is to look at a stock index, such as the S&P 500 or
the Dow Jones Industrial Average, better known as the Dow. When the indexes are
doing well, the market is normally healthy, leading to higher returns and demand to be
actively trading. Interested potential investors need a broker, or similar service, to get
into the market and enjoy a piece of these profits. However, the inverse is also true.
When a market starts to experience a downturn after a period of relative prosperity,
people look for a way to sell, or take different positions to help weather the storm.
Therefore, it helps to attract investors initially when it appears the market is experiencing
good times, but so long as a company can maintain trust within a market, it has a high
chance of retaining these clients when there are more tumultous times. This helps to
answer another big question in the supply chain for asset management, which is investor
uncertainty. Unless someone places their full confidence in you and your firm, it is pretty
unlikely for them to trust you with their life savings. Proving to be a responsible and
educated firm will go a long way.
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III.

Industry Players

Market Share

21%

State Street

40%
11%

JP Morgan
Citi
BNY

28%

In the custody, asset, and security services industry, just four firms account for over
three quarters of the market share. These four companies are State Street Corporation,
JPMorgan, The Bank of New York Mellon Corporation, and Citigroup (IBIS World,
2014). Respectively, these firms hold 31.3, 21.8, and 15.9, and 8.6 percent of the market
share (IBIS World, 2014). Each of these corporations deal heavily with clients that are
generally more sophisticated than a typical retail investor.

The specialization for

institutional investors, investment managers, mutual funds, retirement plans, and other
large scale plans lend to their similarities and competition within the industry. One may
note the absence of other large brokerage houses such as Goldman Sachs, Morgan
Stanley, or Merrill Lynch, but these firms cater towards different clientele, and while
there may be some overlap, the differentiation is enough to leave them out of this
discussion.
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Direct Competitor Comparison
STT

BK

JPM

C

Industry

Market Cap:

32.08B

44.13B

224.23B

156.31B

710.55M

Employees:

29,970

50,300

241,359

241,000

159.00

0.07

0.03

-0.06

0.00

0.21

10.28B

15.74B

91.07B

70.05B

106.81M

Gross Margin (ttm):

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

0.78

EBITDA (ttm):

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

33.85M

0.28

0.32

0.36

0.21

0.28

2.02B

3.04B

20.09B

6.69B

N/A

EPS (ttm):

4.69

2.67

5.29

2.20

0.20

P/E (ttm):

16.48

14.78

11.36

23.51

15.11

1.65

2.08

1.45

0.42

1.53

3.11

2.78

2.44

2.21

5.26

Qtrly Rev Growth
(yoy):
Revenue (ttm):

Operating Margin
(ttm):
Net Income (ttm):

PEG (5 yr
expected):
P/S (ttm):

(Yahoo Finance)
Something unique about State Street is that though they lead the market in the asset
management industry, they have far and away the fewest number of employees of its
major competitors. State Street has just about an eigth the number of employees as both

Revenue among STT and Competitors
10000
9000
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7000
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0
State Street

JP Morgan

Citi
Series 1

BNY
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JP Morgan and Citi, and less than three fifths of BNY’s 50,300 (Yahoo Finance, 2015).
This puts State Street in a very unique situation. Generally speaking, market leaders are
close to “maxing out,” and they do not have much room for growth. In State Street’s
situation, just from the standpoint of personnel acquisition, the firm has enormous
potential to further separate itself in the market. One way this can really be capitalized
on is to expand even further and continue their efficient use of assets and personnel in
their foreign markets. However, one potential issue that could arise is talent acquisition.
Recruiting and retaining State Street quality talent from across the globe could be huge
endeavor, and would need to be analyzed further.
It seems that State Street is making use of its ever expanding presence. Out of its
three major competitors, they experienced the highest quarterly revenue growth, and they
were only one of two of the four firms that experienced any sort of positive revenue
growth. It is worth noting that in this table, the revenue of both Citi and JP Morgan are
exponentially higher than the revenue of BNY or State Street. This includes the revenue
generated by Citi and JP Morgan’s commercial banking segments, which neither BNY or
State Street Possess. Chart Two Portrays a much more accurate representation of the
firm’s revenues within the industry.
IV.

International Risks and Rewards
One of State Street’s greatest strengths is its capitalization of its positions around the

globe.

As mentioned earlier, State Street has been conducting extensive research

regarding both the Asian and European markets. While both these areas represent a huge
number of markets, and a great potential for extreme growth, they each come with risks
unique to their respective continents and countries.

All but one of State Street’s
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international locations are in either Asia or Europe, and some of these offices are in highrisk areas such as China. China, with five State Street locations, has one of the world’s
fastest growing economies, but it is one of the most unpredictable as well. China’s
incredible growth has been largely beneficial to the world, aiding many different global
markets

uniquely

and

distinctly. However, there
is one area that is unsure
what the rapid growth of
China has in store for
them. Many of its nearby
Asian

neighbors

uneasy

about

are

dynamic

development of the nation and what may come along with it, such as its ever growing
military presence (Bremmer, 2014). China is becoming more rash with its neighbors, and
while nothing of scale has erupted yet, and such an event may not occur for some time,
there is potential that this steadily worsening uneasiness erupts in the near future.
Another concern with the Chinese economy is the growth of the economy itself. Over the
last 20 years, China’s economy has grown by over 500%. During the same time period,
the United State’s GDP grew by just over 60% (Hunkar, Seeking Alpha, 2009). It is
worth noting that China’s per capita GDP is still less than a twelfth that of the United
State’s. Regardless of the level of investor one may be, it is of utmost importance to
understand that this level of growth can not be sustained in the long term. Fortunately, it
seems China recognizes this and is taking matters into its own hands. Legislation is
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being put in place to help slow down this monstrous growth to a much more controlled
pace (Bremmer, 2014). However, the effectiveness of all these measures has yet to be
seen.
State Street also faces many challenges in the European markets it has chosen to be
involved in. The overall economic state of the European Union has been and is currently
in decline. Some nations have faired much worse than others, such as Greece. While
State Street may consider themselves lucky enough not to be in control of any Grecian
offices, they are not out of the clear. France, home to two State Street locations, has been
on the decline for a number of years. Aside from the French economy, social tensions in
France are on the rise, as evidenced by the recent Charlie Hedbo ordeal. Unrest is also
growing between the French and German governments over budget legislation passed by
the European Union in the fall of 2014 (Kaletsky, 2014). The much wealthier Germany
has no sympathy for the ailing France, and depending on the escalation of this conflict,
European and world markets could be adversely affected. State Street holds 3 offices in
Germany, making them fairly involved in both sides of this international staredown. Italy
is not much better off than France. In the summer of 2014, nine Italian banks failed the
European Central Bank’s stress test, including having the worst performer overall
(Looking Sickly, 2014). With another three branches in Italy, it is yet to be seen how
State Street will handle the worsening conditions in these nations. Another source of
potential volatility will be the United Kingdom general election, set to take place in May
of 2015. State Street does have two offices in the UK, but these are certainly not the only
locations to be affected. The UK is one of the most significant cultural, social, and
economic powers in both Europe and the EU. Surprising results from these elections
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could have effects throughout the entirety of Europe, proving for unpredictable third and
fourth quarters of 2015.
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V.

SWOT Analysis

Strengths

Weaknesses

Opportunities

Threats

• Current Market Leader
• Presence in 29 Countries and 100 Markets
• Cutting Edge Innovation
• Huge Array of Investment Options
• Heavily Involved in market research

• Much lower number of capital assets compared to
competition with commercial banking divisions
•Slower growth rate than some competitors, especially
JP Morgan
•Potentially overextended with current personel
•Subject to many banking laws and regulations even
though not a typical bank

• Potential for growth, even while leading the industry
• Making State Street a trusted name worldwide
• Becoming more heavily involved more stable markets
• Emphasize technological growth and innovation that
makes State Street successful

• Forgetting growth at home while focusing overseas
• Heavy involvement in very uneasy political and
economic atmospheres
• Tightening legislation and regulation
• Everyday investor may not understand the complexities
of State Street's business
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VI.

Porter’s Competitive Forces

Threat of Substitute Products
-High potential of substitutes
-Less sophisticated clientele may
not see bene`its of switching to a
higher quality product

Determinants of Supplier Power
-Buyers could eventally replicate
some of the `irm's services on
their own
- Buyers genreally place high
opinion and value on seller's
advice

Threat of New Entrants
-Large amounts of capital
required to enter
-Low threat of newcomers to the
industry
-Products may seem very similar
to general consumer

Rivalry Among Existing Firms
-Fairly intense rivalry due to relatively
small number of `irms
-Industry projected to grow between 3
and 4% over the next 5 years
-High frequency trading could lead to a
larger operational cost for `irms, if
`irms are stilll charged on a per trade
basis
-Competitor diversity comes down to
`irm philosophy and product offerings
(mutual funds, ETFS)

Determinants of Buyer Power
-Very large number of buyers
relative to sellers
-Costs amont competitors are
similar within the resepective
service lines
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Chapter 3-Financial Statement Analysis
I.

Composition of Assets
Over 80% of State Street’s current assets and one third of their total assets are made

up of cash. Just over another third consists of long term investments which are valued at
fair value, as are all the assets and liabilities to which State Street can apply this option.
Over the last five years, State Street’s current to long term asset ratio has been about .57.
However, it moved to .77 in 2015. The gradual increase State Street has been enjoying in
this metric sine 2010 shows their shift from coming out of the recession to much more
short term and operational readiness.
Figure 3-1

State Street Asset Composition (In
Billions)
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Current Assets

119.1, 43%
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Other
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Figure 3-3

Asset Composition Comparison (In Billions)
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Figure 3-4

Asset Composition Comparison 2 (In Billions)
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Figure 3-5

Long Term & Current Assets 2010-2014
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Current to Long Term Assets
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
Average

II.

36.1%
59.3%
49.06%
58.8%
76.8%
56.0%

Equity and Debt Financing
Figure 3-6
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Figure 3-7

Competitor Financing Comparison 2014
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Figure 3-8

Liability Compostion 2010-2014
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III.

15.69
23.28
26.15
21.98
24.16
22.20

Cash Flows
At first glance, State Street’s seemingly low cash flows from operating activities may

cause some alert, but this level of cash flows is fairly regular indicative of a firm in the
mature stage of its life cycle. This is further evidenced by State Street being the premier
firm within the instiutional financial services industry. It also has healthy levels for its
investing activities, and its overall levels of cash flows are very similar, as evidenced in
charts 9 and 10. Initial concern over the relatively large amounts of cash generated
through financing activities. However, as mentioned previously, State Street does most
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of her financing through equity, and increased interest from shareholders is not a bad
problem to have.
Figure 3-9

State Street Cash Flows 2010-2014
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IV.

Liquidity and Solvency Ratios
State Street’s gradual increase in its current ratio can be explained by it nearly

quadrupling the amount of cash it has on hand over the last five years. They have also
doubled their available for sale securities while cutting their amount of long term debt in
half. However, State Street has also had a substantial increase in their current liabilities,
as evidenced by the falling working capital numbers. This is not necesariily a sign of bad
financial times for the firm. While State Street may be a more mature company, they
have been expanding rapidly in recent years, especially internationally. Along with this
expansion comes the debt and other expenses associated, which in turn hurts liquidity
ratios. Anymore uncertainty associated with these ratios is mitigated by its favorable
times interest earned ratio. A potential reason for low liquidity ratios may stem from
State Street’s use of current assets to efficiently pay off the interest from their debt and
other expenses.
Current
Ratio
Working
Capital
Debt-toEquity
Times
Interest
Earned
V.

2010
.27

2011
.37

2012
.33

2013
.37

2014
.43

-117.97

-136.15

-149.32

-153.16

-155.02

8.02

10.18

9.67

10.94

11.74

4.80

7.46

9.94

9.46

7.43

Earnings Per Share
State Street has lead several of its competitors in earnings per share over the last
five years, even doubling their EPS in some years. State Street’s outstanding shares
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have remained relatively constant, indicating they have consistently produced high
levels of income.

(Amigobulls.com) Quarterly Earnigns Per Share:December 2010-December 2014
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Chapter 4: Analysis of Receivables
I.

Accounts Receivable Breakdown
Figure 4-1

Makeup of Receivables

II.

Rental Income Receivable

Accounts Receivable

Income Tax Receivable

Receivable for Securities Settlement

Banking Subsidiary Receivables

Non Banking Subsidiary Receivables

Accrued Intrest and Fees Receivable

Accrued Income Receivable

Credit Risks
One of State Street’s primary credit risks consists of cross-border outstandings.

These are receivables owed to State Street by foreign counterparties measured in US
dollars, or other currencies not local to the region in question. Some of the primary
measures that deal with cross-border outstandings are deposits with local banks, loan and
lease financing, investment securities, amounts related to foregin exchange and interestrate contracts, and security financing (Annual Report, 2014). State Street has several
controls which these cross-border outstandings must first go through to attain a strong
risk rating, and allow for the company to partake in these various transactions with State
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Street. One of the most important controls is the Country Risk Committee. Through the
Country Risk Committee, counterparties are reviewed at least once per year, and
sometimes more often depending on market conditions and the economic state of the
region being analyzed (Annual Report, 2014).

In 2014, cross-border outstandings

accounted for roughly 17 percent of State Street’s total consolidated assets.
Figure 4-2

Cross-Border Outstandings by Country
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In addition to State Street’s risk assessments for foreign counterparties, they analyze
two other major types of risk as well, default risk and settlement risk. The credit risk
management group is the party primarily responsible for looking into any default risk
possibilities. The major job of this team is to determine credit ratings of counterparties,
and determine if certain entities should be placed on a watch list for closer inspection.
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Another control State Street has in place is a policy of requiring 100 percent
collateralization of fair market value of any loans or borrowings allowed. This policy
significantly reduces potential risk from less credit-worthy borrowers. However, since
State Street does little commercial lending, it does not have a huge concern for lost loans
or other receivables being determined as uncollectible.
III.

Accounts Receivable Turnover and Average Collection Period
Figure 4-4

Accounts Receivable Turnover 2010-2014
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State Street’s accounts receivable turnover ratio has remaned fairly constant over
the last five years, aside from a notable shift in 2013. In 2013, State Street nearly
doubled their accounts recievable balance from $511 million in 2012 to $950 million in
2013. In 2014, State Street had an accounts receivable balance of $513 million, inside
their recent average range. State Street’s steady income reinforces that the dip in 2013
was just an abnormality in their accounts receivable balance. The greatest year over year
change in State Street’s net revenue was less than 5 percent, and that occurred from 2010-
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2011, a year in which the accounts recievable turnover has very little change. All this
taken into account, State Street’s accounts receivable turnover ratio is very healthy,
especially for a firm in the financial service’s industry. Many of these firms’ ratios hover
around 7-10 times collection, but over the last five years State Street has an average of
19.8 times collection (Boundless). This further enforces that State Street’s borrowers
have very sound credit ratings.
Figure 4-5

Accounts Receivable Collection Period 2010-2014
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State Street’s accounts receivable collection period follows an almost perfect
inverse to its accounts receivable turnover ratio over the same timespan. The huge
spike in accounts receivable from 2012-2013 has a significant effect on accounts
receivable collections. However, things returned to normal in 2014, with the average
collection period returning to about 17 and a half days.
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IV.

Bad Debts and Loan Loss Provision
State Street does not have a specific account or allowance set aside for bad debts.

The closest thing they have comparatively would be a loan loss provision, which is used
to estimate the amount loans that borrowers will default on. However, this number, as of
2014 is relatively insignifcant and immaterial at just over $6 million. Due to State
Street’s nearly non-existent commercial lending practice, this number is low compared to
competitors like PNC or JP Morgan.
Since State Street has a very small allowance for bad debts or estimated amount of
uncollectible accounts, earnings management through accounts receivable is not very
likely. However, this is something that can be done by many firms without a great deal
of difficulty. One way this takes place is through the sale of receivables. A firm may
factor its receivables for a value less than the fair value of its receivables in exchange for
immediate cash, which may be recognized as income. This is not a good long term
strategy for success, but it may be thought of as a method to help meet estimates over the
short run. Another way this is done is by the means of accounting for bad debts and
doubtful accounts. This method is a bit more versatile in that earnings can be managed
either up or down.

By delaying the recording of known or expected bad debts, a

company will be able to have a higher net income for the given period. A firm may also
recognize additional bad debt expense during the current period to lower net income, and
in effect save or put away these earnings for later when these prematurely accounted for
bad debts are recognized as collectible.
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V.

Inventory/Investments
Inventory is not necessarily something that exists with a service company, so various

types of inventory analysis do not apply. In place of inventory, various short term
investments, and items of relative liquidity can be assessed. As seen in the chart below,
the value of State Street’s short term investments has nearly doubled since 2010. Now if
this was strictly being analyzed as inventory, this large increase could be considered
alarming. However, many of these short term investments are equities available for
trading. Since 2010, the S&P 500 Index has grown from 1138 points to 2096 over this
five year time span. This growth very closely mirrors the growth of State Street’s short
term investments, showing that they are not losing money tied up in these investments,
but, instead, they are appreciating over time.
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Figure 4-6

Short Term Investments
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VI.

PPE
State Street has adopted the straight-line method of depreciation allocation for their

property, plant and equipment, referred to as premises and equipment on State Street’s
financial statements (Annual Report, 2014). In the last year, State Street acquired $427
million of new premises and equipment. This increase can be attributed to State Street’s
continued international growth and expansion, and the necessary properties associated
with this level of growth. One of the largest acquistions made recently was a 20 year
capital lease at Churchill Place, an office complex in the United Kingdom (Annual
Figure 4-7

Fixed Asset Turnover Ratio, 2010-2014
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Report, 2014). Additionally, neither the average age of assets, nor the average remaining
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Figure 4-8

Average Age of Assets
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useful life of assets differ much from year to year. This is due to the fact that nearly all
of State Street’s fixed assets are some form of real estate, something that is not likely to
detoriate quickly or unexpectedly rapidly barring an event such as a natural disaster.
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Figure 4-9

Average Remaining Useful Life of Assets
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By postponing the purchase of fixed assets, a company can make many of their ratios
and measurements appear more favorable.

The ways this can happen is through

postponing taking on any depreciation expense, maintaining more current assets and less
current liabilities, all of which ultimately increase net income and other favorable
accounting measurements. State Street, however, has maintained both a steady increase
in income and PPE, mitigating any risk of earnings manipulation through their fixed
assets.
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Chapter 5-Continued Financial Statement Analysis
VII.

Intercorporate Investments
Figure 5-1

Intercorporate Investments, 2010-2014 (In Millions)
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State Street invests very heavily in various securities. In fact, their intercorporate
investments account for about 40 percent of State Street’s total assets each year. The
firm’s goodwill follows a very similar pattern to their levels of intercorporate
investments. This reflects State Street’s speediness in valuing their goodwill from both
Figure 5-2

Goodwill, 2010-2014 (In Millions)
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their acquisitions and restructurings. State Street’s goodwill is measured at fair value and
is constantly updated by writing it up or down, using the fair value method. One
peculiarity that may stick out to some is the seemingly conflicting balances in interest
revenue and unrealized holding gains and losses in the years 2010 and 2011. The
realization of revenue from many of these securities held as investments helps to explain
this. State Street likely held on to many of their poorly performing assets; either to wait
for these assets to appreciate or realize losses in a different year, leading to a greater tax
effect.

This allows them to maintain goodwill from some of these assets as well.

However, relying strictly on interest revenue from these investments may not be the most
secure strategy over the long term, unless the firm maintains a very similar equity and
Figure 5-3
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debt portfolio composition. It is evident that State Street changed their investment
strategy in 2013.

Interest revenue was cut nearly in half, but the overall level of

intercorporate investments remained fairly constant. This reflects the overall health and
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performance of the market during this period. Holding lower overall return investments,
such as bonds, does not make sense when equity trading would produce a more
substantial cash flow.

Figure 5-4

Unrealized Holdings Gains and Losses, 2010-2014
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VIII.

Restructuring and Growth

State Street takes advantage of growth opportunities both domestically and in foreign
markets. For decades, State Street has prided itself on being a leader in technology in the
financial world. The firm believes that its use of technology is its key to domestic
growth. Through making every aspect of its business segments as efficient as possible,
reducing costs in the process, pricy United States expansion is made possible. Making
services more affordable leads to another growth possibility for the firm. Expanding
more extensively to work with smaller and middle market investors is a current focus for
State Street. State Street also has a relatively large international presence with offices in
29 countries and over 100 markets. This number is likely to grow in the near future,
primarily because it is getting more expensive to gain exposure, especially in emerging
markets (Facing the Future:Blueprint for Growth). Currently, it is about 100 times more
expensive to open an office in Japan than India, indicating huge growth potential in
markets with developing economies. Unfortunately for State Street, other firms notice
these opportunities as well. This, in turn, drastically drives up the cost of getting into
these markets.

One of the biggest increases in expenses is found in Mergers and

Acquistions, with the price of these nearly doubling in 2012 alone (Facing the Future).
However, these low costs are sometimes outweighed by the potential risks taken on with
expanding into unstable territory, many of these risks are mentioned in chapter x.
Attempting to avoid some of these issues, State Street has opted to expand into more
stable markets. An example of this is the purchase of The Bank of Ireland’s Asset
Management division (Brennan).
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State Street underwent major restructing in 2010. The plan was built around cutting
expenses and improving overall firm efficiency. Unfortunately, this came at the cost of
eliminating about 1,400 jobs,five percent of the overall workforce (Zacks). While this
may seem like a drastic measure, it came mid recession, when many firms where
struggling just to keep their doors open. There is also a large potential upside to these
layoffs and restructuring. By 2014, these changes were expected to save State Street over
$600 million in expenses annually (Zacks).
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IX.

Foreign Currency
Figure 5-5

Foreign Currency Translation, 2010-2014 (In Millions)
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State Street records all revenue from currency exchanges at the end of the month in
which the transaction occurs. Expenses are recorded based on an average of these
exchange rates. Since they are involved in many foreign markets, these transactions and
translations are extremely important. Depending on the amount of involvement and
activity in a certain market, as well as geopolitical risks, realized profits can vary
drastically.
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X.

Share Repurchases and Distributions
In 2013, State Street initiated its largest share buyback in firm history, at $2.1 billion

(Trefis). This move was intended to drive up its earnings per share and its quarterly
divident payments after a relatively unimpressive first quarter of 2013. Upon looking at
Figure 5-7
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State Street’s yearly dividend payout ratios, it appears this strategy was successful.
State Street has not undergone any stock splits since 2002 (Reuters).
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XI.

Pension Plans
In 2007, State Street ended participation in all pension plans. However, they do offer

several types of post-retirement benefit plans. As of December 31, 2014, the employee
benefit plans were underfunded by $168 million (Annual Report).

State Street’s

contributions to their employees retirement plans are several times larger than the
amounts being paid out to employees making withdrawals. This indicates strong support
of investing in these retirement plans by State Street, and a strong record of matching
employee contributions. Something that can be done with pension valuation is whether
Figure 5-7

Retirement Plan Expense, 2010-2014 (In Millions)
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to report the assets included in the funds at fair value or ammortized cost. Whichever
method is used can greatly impact the overall valuation of the funds and the obligations
they present to the firm.
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Figure 5-8

Annual Contributions to Retirement Plans, 2010-2014
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Chapter 6-Financial Statement Analysis Part III

State Street Balance sheet
Assets
Cash and due from banks
Interest-bearing deposits with banks
Securities purchased under resale agreements
Trading account assets
Investment securities available for sale
Investment securities held to maturity
Loans and leases
Premises and equipment
Accrued interest and fees receivable
Goodwill
Other intangible assets
Other assets
Total assets
Liabilities
Deposits
Noninterest-bearing
Interest-bearing-U.S.
Interest-bearing-non-U.S.
Total deposits
Securities sold under repurchase agreements
Federal funds purchased
Other short-term borrowings
Accrued expenses and other liabilities
Long-term debt
Total liabilities
Shareholders' equity
Preferred stock
Series C
Series D
Series E
Common stock
Surplus
Retained earnings
Accumulated other comprehensive income (loss)
Treasury stock
Total shareholders' equity
Total liabilities and shareholders' equity

2014 Y

1,855
93,523
2,390
924
94,913
17,723
18,161
1,937
2,242
5,826
2,025
32,600
274,119
70,490
33,012
105,538
209,040
8,925
21
4,381
20,237
10,042
252,646
491
742
728
504
9,791
14,882
(507)
(5,158)
21,473
274,119
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Consolidated Statement of Income (As-reported)
Currency Code
(in millions)

US

Fee revenue
Servicing fees
Management fees
Trading services
Securities finance
Processing fees and other
Total fee revenue
Net interest revenue
Interest revenue
Interest expense
Net interest revenue
Gains (losses) related to investment securities, net
Net gains (losses) from sales of available-for-sale securities
Losses from other-than-temporary impairment
Losses reclassified (from) to other comprehensive income
Gains (losses) related to investment securities, net
Total revenue
Provision for loan losses
Expenses
Compensation and employee benefits
Information systems and communications
Transaction processing services
Occupancy
Claims resolution
Acquisition and restructuring costs
Professional services
Amortization of other intangible assets
Other
Total expenses
Income before income tax expense
Income tax expense
Net income
Net income available to common shareholders
Earnings per common share
Basic (actual)
Diluted (actual)
Average common shares outstanding (in thousands)
Basic (#)
Diluted (#)
Cash dividends declared per common share (actual)
Consolidated Statement Of Comprehensive Income

5,12
1,20
1,08
43
17
8,03

2,65
39
2,26

1
(
(1

10,29
1

4,06
97
78
46

13
44
22
75
7,82
2,45
42
2,03
1,97

4.6
4.5

424,22
432,00
1.1
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Net income
Other comprehensive income (loss), net of related taxes
Foreign currency translation, net of related taxes
Net unrealized gains (losses) on available-for-sale securities, net of reclassification
adjustment and net of related taxes
Net unrealized gains (losses) on available-for-sale securities designated in fair
value hedges, net of related taxes
Other-than-temporary impairment on held-to-maturity securities related to factors
other than credit, net of related taxes
Net unrealized gains (losses) on cash flow hedges, net of related taxes
Net unrealized gains (losses) on retirement plans, net of related taxes
Other comprehensive income (loss)
Total comprehensive income

Federal
State
Effective

2010
35%
1.2%
25.4%

2011
35%
2.0%
24.3%

2012
35%
1.8%
25.5%
Figure 6-1
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Figure 6-2

NOPAT, 2010-2014 (In Millions)
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Net operating profit after tax and NOPM follow similar paths mainly due to the
fact that State Street has very little to no cost of goods sold. The lack of the cost of
goods sold is evident once again in gross profit margin, showing a very similar
overall trend to NOPAT and NOPM.
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Figure 6-3

NOPM, 2010-2014
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Figure 6-4

Falling gross profit margin numbers are further reinforced when looking at State
Figure 6-5
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Street’s operating expense margin.

Operating expenses have increased by

approximately 10 percent over the last five years. This, combined with slightly lower
income numbers, explain the falling GPM and the rising OEM.
Figure 6-6
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Figure 6-7
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NOA, 2010-2014
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Figure 6-7
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The inverse relationship between Net Operating assets and Return on Net
Operating Assets is explained by the continually decreasing NOA, while NOPAT has
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remained fairly constant. The exponential increase in RNOA is a little deceiving,
since the main factor is decrease in amount of assets.
Figure 6-8
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State Street has increased their stockholder’s equity by almost 21 percent over
the last five years. In 2014, two new series of preferred stock were issued, and helped
to make up the main driver of the stockholder’s equity increase.
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Figure 6-9
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Net Operating Return acts as a very close inverse to RNOA. This is explained by
the equation “ROE=RNOA=NOR.” If one is to increase, the other must fall. The
great increase in Return on Operating Assets has to result in a sharp decline for NOR.
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Figure 6-10

NOAT Breakdown
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Figure 6-11
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Figure 6-12
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State Street’s recent expansion into foreign markets can be seen in the firm’s
Figure 6-13
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Long Term Operating Asset Turnover. PPE is the primary component of the firm’s
long term operating assets.

Naturally, PPE would incrase signficantly with the

acquisition of new branches. Total revenue has remained relatively constant, leading
to the drop seen from 2010-2012 specifically.
Figure 6-14
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The decrease in Net Operating Working Capital made it substantially easier to
turn working capital over. The initial decrease is a result of State Street’s declining
level of operating assets, depicted in the respective charts.
Figure 6-15
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As explained previously, State Street had a significant decline in its operating
assets from 2010-2014. This decrease in operating assets lead to an increase in non
operating assets, thus decreasing net non operating obligations.
Figure 6-16
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This decrease in NNO, along with State Street’s increasing amount of equity,
causes FLEV to fall very quickly. The FLEV chart and NNO chart parallel each
other closely, indicating a strong relation between the two.

Figure 6-17
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Net nonoperating expense percent and spread can be seen as near mirror images
of one another. If RNOA is known for each year, the variability of NNEP will lead to
similar volatility in the spread. This hypothesis is proven true in these examples.

Figure 6-18
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Chapter 7-Accounting Quality
I.

Macroeconomic indicators and their affect on Financial Markets and Services
State Street is undeniably a multinational corporation with strong international reach.

In fact, its international presence accounts for a majority of the firm’s revenues.
However, one thing all divisions of State Street, or any other financial services firm,
have in common is their reliance on the performance of United States’ securities markets.
Some of the best measures of the health of these markets, as well as overall economic
health, are indexes, namely the Dow Jones Industrial Average and the S&P 500 Index.
State Street is included in the S&P 500, a measure consisting of 502 of the world’s
largest public companies.

Through tracking both these indexes for the last 20

years,recessions and growth cycles in the economy, such as the early 2000s technology
Figure 7-1
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bubble and the more recent boom and burst of the housing bubble, can be clearly
seen.
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The S&P 500 is especially useful for tracking the financial sector. Out of all the
firms in the index, financials are the largest industry by number of companies included at
87. They also account for the second largest weighting by market cap of all 502 firms
with 16 percent of the total index’s market cap (Spindices). Many financial experts and
economists consider the S&P the superior measure of the two indexes mentioned. In
contrast to the S&P, the DJIA has only 30 stocks. This means that large movement in
any individual stock could have a disproportionate effect on the index as a whole. While
the stocks that make up the DJIA are large cap, and therefore not as susceptible to drastic
changes in value, surprises always happen; especially in times of economic volatility. It
is for these reasons that stock indexes make a great leading indicator for the overall
health of a firm like State Street. State Street’s closest competitor, Bank of New York
Mellon (BK), has been included in many of the following measures to provide
comparison in the industry.
Figure 7-2
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Figure 7-3

S&P 500 Breakdown by Industry
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Figure 7-5

STT Yearly Revenues, 2010-2014 (In Billions
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A lagging indicator for the industry is the current interest rate level, namely the
Federal Funds Rate, or FFR. Generally, financial service firms have greater levels of
growth and profitability when interest rates are lower. One of the main reasons for this is
that many of these institutions have business models that include loans, mortgages, and
various other securities lending. When interest rates drop from their previous highs,
these loans made at higher interest rates jump in value since their current rates are
outperforming the market. Lower interest rates also mean that consumers will be more
Figure 7-8
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willing to invest their money in the economy. Firms can use these newfound investments
as capital for new projects, leading to an overall economic improvement. This theory
holds true when comparing the FFR to both the revenues of STT and BK over the last 20
years.

High FFR levels closely match with lower revenue streams for each firm, and

vice-versa. Bubbles and their respective bursts are also seen in examination of the FFR.
While the bubbles grew, interest rates shot up, with more and more investors wanting a
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piece of the action, with little idea of what was in store for the economy. This high
demand helped to drive the interest rates through the roof, and the sharp declines seen in
the chart are representative of firms hungry for investment.
Figure 7-10
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While the previously mentioned macroeconomic indicators are both leading
indicators, this is not the only useful type of measure in understanding a firm’s
performance.

Lagging indicators, such as a nation’s Gross Domestic Product, are

considered some of the most useful and telltale signs of an economy’s current health.
GDP is especially useful in tracking the financial services industry for a simple reason,
when more money is being put into the economy by consumers, there will be more
income to place with financial service providers. When GDP is shrinking, and the
economy is contracting, people are less likely to invest. This is due to fear of low returns
or losses, and pervasive lack of trust in the current state of the financial system. This can
be clearly seen when looking specifically at financial services and how they make up the
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United States’ GDP.

The main cause of the Great Recession was risky loans and

mortgages made by many financial institutions, especially banks. The failure of many
banks and brokerage houses, such as Lehman Brothers and Bear Stearns, resulted in a
large drop in the financial services industry’s makeup of GDP. This chart appears to
have more similarities with BK’s annual revenues that State Street’s.

In previous

chapters, State Street’s relative stability and consistency was noted, and this will be
repeated here as well.
Figure 7-11
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Figure 7-12

US M2, 2010-2014
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M2 is a measure of all the money a country currently has in circulation, including
currency, various types of bank accounts, small mutual funds, and money market
accounts (AAII). M2 does exclude institutional funds, and very large deposit accounts
(AAII). This works well for measuring the health of a firm like State Street. With such a
large portion of State Street’s revenue and assets under management originating from
outside the US, excluding these numbers permits for M2 to be affected fairly. Generally,
M2 is a good measure of an economy’s health, and its growth parallels periods of
recession and expansion. Since 2004, State Street’s revenues have grown at a rate nearly
identical to that of M2.
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Figure 7-13
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Another measure that is particularly interesting and poignant is the relation between
STT’s revenue and the top one percent of US citizens’ share of income since the mid1990s. Financial firms do not perform particularly badly during times where the top one
percent has a slightly lower share of national income; however, in times of expanding
control of the nation’s income in relation to the top one percent, the financial industry is
especially prosperous. Affluent individuals are more likely to invest initially. Therefore,
more money is likely to flow into these companies when the rich get richer. State
Street’s clientele of corporations and very high wealth groups magnifies this effect. This
is reflected in the revenues of both firms, as well as financial services as a percent of
national GDP.
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II.

Revenue Recognition
Figure 7-14
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Regarding its revenue recognition practices, State Street does mention the upcoming
standard in their Management Discussion and Analysis. However, they admit that they
are unsure of the effects that this will have on how the firm records their revenues. With
respect to portfolio management, there are not always strict performance obligations that
are required to be met. Guaranteeing market performance is both irresponsible and
impossible. Therefore, most performance obligations related to State Street’s line of
work is related to initial contracting and brokering of client’s portfolios. This should lead
to efficient client service and booking of revenues.
When looking at State Street’s Sales Growth Index, Gross Margin Index, and Selling,
General, & Administrative Index, it can be concluded that the firm is recording revenues
in a healthy manner. They have a healthy and steady sales growth ranging from two to
four percent. Gross margin index only creeps into unfavorable territory in one year, and
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the deviation is less than two percent. SGAI does hover above one for four out of the last
five years, but there is not a huge variation in these numbers. This stability is something
its competitor, BK, is once again lacking.
Figure 7-15
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Figure 7-16
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III.

Analyst Forecasts
Over the last 12 quarters, STT failed to meet earnings only three times. Preceding

two of these three missed earnings numbers were several periods of beating analyst
expectations. At face value, this may not seem like a significant event. After all, firms
attempt to be as profitable and successful as they can, hopefully outperforming estimates
along the way. The deeper story here is that State Street likely did not try to manage their
earnings. In fact, they beat analyst estimates by upwards of 10 percent for a number of
quarters, including the three most recent quarters. A firm worried about potentially
missing future earnings calls would potentially overstate expenses in the current period
and allow for some more wiggle room and “piggy bank” earnings in future periods.
Figure 7-17
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IV.

Earnings Management
Often, executive officers and managers are judged on their job performance and

compensation by whether or not they meet certain performance targets, such as earnings
forecasts. Depending on contracts and other requirements, failing to meet these earnings
could have dire consequences for the employee’s job.

There are huge amounts of

pressure placed on managers to exceed forecasts investment-banking analysts have given
their firm and to drive up share price by doing so. It is not uncommon for employees to
resort to drastic and questionable measures if they do not believe they will meet forecasts.
One way State Street could do this is through early revenue recognition. They may
attempt to recognize future years revenues from multi-year contracts in an attempt to
bolster earnings in the short term. In contrast, managers may have an excellent quarter,
and are set to beat their earnings targets. While all firms would certainly like to be
profitable, they may want to put away some of these excessive earnings for less
successful periods. This can be done through a variety of methods, including excessively
writing down inventories and rapidly accelerating depreciation for the current period.
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Chapter 8-Equity Valuation
Capital and Operating Leases
State Street’s utilization of leases consists of both capital and operating leases.
The firm’s composition of capital and operating leases is split about as evenly as
possible. Overall, the firm has a relatively small number of leases. Even though
State Street does not have a material amount of operating leases, their capitalization
still has a negative effect on several measurements. When leases are reported as
Figure 8-1
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I.

operating, lease obligations are not on the balance sheet. This has several positive
effects, the first being that NOAT is higher when leases are not capitalized. Financial
leverage is also improved when the balance sheet is free of lease liabilities.

FLEV

comes into play when performing an equity valuation for the firm. RNOA is higher
before operating leases are capitalized as well, since the overall asset level is lower,
leading to a higher return. Additionally, depreciation is required to be reported on
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capital leases as well. High depreciation, as well as interest rates, can be enemies of
earnings. This consequence can be magnified if a company is young, or has overall
operating cash flow problems.
In order to capitalize these operating leases, one of the first necessary steps is to
Figure 8-2

LEASE COMPOSITION
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find the discount rate. I found the internal rate of return for several years of capital
lease payments to impute the discount rate. This process was similar to finding the
IRR of a particular project a firm would like to pursue. The IRR is then plugged into
the present value equation as the interest rate. This discount rate is then used with the
undiscounted operating lease payment values to find these new ratio values.
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Figure 8-3
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WACC
Weighted Average Cost of Capital, or WACC, is used in the computation to find the

cost of the capital structure of the firm, through both debt and equity financing.
Determining cost of equity is the first step taken in determining State Street’s WACC.
Cost of equity is calculated using risk free rate, taken from the rate on 10-year bonds, the
Figure 8-4
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beta of the firm, and the current equity spread. Conversely, finding the pre-tax cost of
debt is done by taking the current interest expense of the firm and dividing it by the
average interest bearing debt of the firm. This method was preferred for State Street
since the interest rate on this debt remained constant year over year. The interest expense
had slightly more variation, and seemed to have more relevance for the use of future
projections. Since WACC computes the weighted average cost of capital for debt and
equity, the appropriate weighting for each of these must first be computed.

Figure 8-5
WACC
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III.

Projected Growth Rate
Figure 8-6
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A five-year moving average was used to compute State Street’s estimated growth
Figure 8-7
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rate. For example, 2015’s projection was computed using the rates from 2010-2014. The
2016 projection used 2011-2014 numbers as well as the projection for 2015. This
method seemed more suitable than comparable techniques such as using a continuous rate
figured from the average of previous years, or an industry wide projection.

These

projections permitted for greater movement and flexibility, making these projections
much more dynamic than if a static figure was used. Recent numbers heavily contrast the
average growth of just over 1.6 percent each year from 2015-2017. One thing this
slowed growth may indicate is a more conservative approach in the near future following
the current bull market. This conservative growth allows for State Street to adequately
equip its capital structure for potentially worsening economic conditions. NOPAT and
NOA reflect these fairly humble rates of growth. Each is averaging just over 6 percent
total growth through 2018. This being said, a firm as large as State Street, with its level
of revenues, slower growth can be afforded. Even with revenue growing at less than two
percent year over year, its overall revenues still benefit immensely.
Figure 8-8
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IV.

Equity Valuation
The discounted cash flow model did not perform very well with State Street. The

basis of the formula, free cash flow to the firm, is a very large negative number. It can be
inferred from this point that this model would be rather inefficient in valuing State Street,
if for no reason other than that a stock price cannot be a negative number.
Figure 8-9
DCF Model
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However, the residual income model seemed to be very accurate, missing STT’s
trading price by only eight points. Placing full faith in this model would suggest that an
investor short the stock due to it being overvalued. Analyst ideas and estimates seem to
support this theory as well. The three most recent analyst actions on the stock have been
downgrades. Currently, STT has 13 Hold or Sell recommendations, and only six analysts
going long on STT. This represents a 33 percent drop in “buy” ratings from last month.
Figure 8-10
Residual Income Model
Required Return
ROPI
PV of Horizon OPI
Cum PV of horizon NOPI
PV of terminal ROPI
Less NNO
Stock Value Per Share
Trading Price As of 1/1/2014
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Chapter 9-Audit and Tax
I.

Management’s Assertions
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Cash
•Cash is one of the harder accounts to forge the existence of. Cash con`irmations
can normally be done farily quickly and easily by cooperating with banks where
the money is held. Suspicion could arise if a company has signi`icantly more or less
cash than it reported from transactions.
Marketable Investment Securities
•A potential area of concern with short term investments is the method used for
their valuation. A `irm should be clear on how the value of these securities are
measured, but overvaluing them may be tempting attimes. This could give the
appearance of improved liquidity and mislead investors.
Receivables
•Receivables are an account that should come under heavy scrutiny with respect to
existence and occurence. One of the most common ways fraud is committed is
through over booking of sales or revenue in the current period. This is something
that can be done regardless of industry, furthering the importance of carefully
monitoring this account's action. State Street is a `irm that could be extra
susceptible to receivables manipulation. Without the existence of a physical
product, overbooking of sales is very simple. Simply booking revenues ahead of
time for a multi year contract, or speculating future fees and commissions are ways
this can occur.
Premises and Equipment
•Determining the existence of a `irm's real property or the equipment they use in
their line of service may seem farily straight forward at `irst, but it is more dif`icult
than simply counting how many of`ices or machines they use. Firm's often take
great care in the structuring of their leases and contracts to manage what assets
and liabilities arise that exist from said property.
Available For Sale Securities
•One distinct variable involving available for sale securities is the sometimes
unknown composition of this account. For State Street, this account consists of
loans and various other securities and investments. Valuation once again poses an
issue in this section. Another risk here is the credit worthiness of the borrowers
of these loans.

A. Existence and Occurrence
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Intangibles
•Intangibles are some of the hardest accounts to evaluate overall. Since they
completely and totally lack form or substance, much of the value is left up to
the discretion of the `irm. A long look at where the intangibles stem from
and a careful inspection of the value they bring to the `irm is necessary for a
successful and complete audit.
Accounts Payable & Deposits
•A large amount of State Street's payables are deposits they have from
custodial accounts held at the `irm. These can be easily checked by checking
customer's statements and seeing that their assets are held with the `irm.
Long Term Debt
•Long Term Debt is likely to primarily consist of bonds issued by the `irm.
However, what is done with these proceeds is often let up to the discretion
of the `irm.

B. Completeness

Cash
•Cash accounted for by the `irm should equal cash received and disbursed through
transactions.
Marketable Investment Securities
•All securities should be accounted for with appropriate values. These valuation
methods should be used consistently and correctly to avoid overstatement of assets.
Receivables
•As previously noted, receivables require some of the closest attention of all
accounts. Complete and accurate records of where these recievables originate is
necessary to ensure the correct amount is reported on the `inancial statements.
Premises and Equipment
•The main issue with ensuring the complete documentation of PPE is the accurate
accounting of capital and operating leases.
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Available For Sale Securities
•Determining which assets comprise available for sale securities is the most
important step to `ind the complete balance of AFS.
Intangibles
•Careful discussion and analysis with management of each component of intangibles
to determine a fair balance is necessary for an accurate measurement.
Accounts Payable
•Incentive to understate payables and obligations would improve a `irm's liquidity.
Checking with creditors to con`irm amounts due can help with this issue.
Long Term Debt
•Making sure long term debt is actually accounted for as debt, and not another source
of `inancing, such as equity is important. If this is done, a `irm could appear to be
much more solvent than they actually are.

C. Rights and Obligations

Cash
•Having cash means that it is readily available and unrestriced for the use of a
`irm.
Marketable Investment Securities
•Ownership of these investment securities represent a very liquid asset that
can be used by the `irm to be sold to meet short term obligations quickly, and
at a low transaction cost.
Receivables
•Receivables represent right to payment that arose from a past transaction.
Premises & Equipment
•PPE represent a place which your `irm's trade or business is conducted, as
well as the equipment necessary to complete the job at hand.
Available for Sale Securities
•Available for Sale Securities make up a `irm's assets they intend to hold on to
for longer term growth prospects.
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Intangibles
•While Intangibles may make up some of a `irm's most obscure assets, they
also represent claims to some of the `irm's most important property. The
goodwill generated by a famous logo, or expert management may be hard to
measure, but having claim to these things is of utmost importance.
Accounts Payable
•Accounts payable represent the short term obligations a `irm needs to meet.
For State Street, these consist of services billed to the `irm and deposits held
at the institution.
Long Term Debt
•Long Term Debt represents a `irm's long-term obligations to lenders.

D. Valuation or Allocation

Cash
•Valued in different denominations depending on the `irm. State Street uses US
Dollars.
Marketable Investment Securities
•These actively traded securities are valued using the fair makret value technique.
Receivables
•Receivables are usually attached to a valuation or allowance account to allow for the
closer approximation of the amount of recievables that will ultimately be collected.
Premise and Equipment
•PPE is valued at historical cost less accumulated depreciation incurred over the life of
the assets.
Available For Sale Securities
•Different securities in AFS Securities are measured with different valuation
Accountssuch
Payable
techniques
as discounted cash `lows and the option model.

• Valued at present value of amounts due within the current
Intangibles
operating cycle.

•Valuation for intangibles involves regularly checking if impairment has incurred as
well as amortizing intangibles over their useful lives.

Long Term Debt
• Valued at amortized cost, plus or minus applicable premiums
on borrowings.
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E. Presentation or Disclosure
Cash
•Can be readily determined by bank reconciliations and cash con`irmations
Marketable Investment Securities
• Method of valuation needs to be disclosed.
Recievables
•Both the gross balance of receivables and the balance net of any allowance
account should be presented. An explanation of how the allowance is
reached should be disclosed.
Premise and Equipment
•Both historical cost and depreciation need to be displayed. The method of
depreciation should also be disclosed.
Available For Sale Securities
•Methods of valuation and composition of these assets should be presented
and disclosed.
Intangibles
•The assets taht make up the intangibles should be disclosed: symbols,
trademarks, executive talent, etc. Amortization rates should be disclosed as
well.
Accouts Payable
•Disclose amount of payables that are deposits and amounts owed to
creditors for services rendered.
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II.

Areas of Audit Risk and Internal Controls
After going through management assertions associated with Accounts Receivable, it

is clear that this account is one of the most risky on the entire balance sheet. Providing
paper evidence for every transaction from which a receivable may arise can reinforce the
numbers in these accounts. Further, documentation substantiating why any valuation
accounts related to receivables exist should be required as well. Tracing any related
transactions could prove very useful in determining the occurrence and existence of
receivables. Not only would an auditor be able to trace the transaction between the client
and the firm, but could also trace the investment of a client’s specific asset. Requiring
multiple people to work on various aspects of this process could prove useful as well. An
employee in charge of approving and signing off any transaction and another to print a
confirmation could drastically cut down or even eliminate fraud of this type.
Another huge issue in the financial services industry is asset quality. This issue
pertains mainly to State Street’s Available For Sale Securities and Long Term
Investments. Several different issues arise when considering asset quality. Quality of the
investments made by firms is a very serious issue. An independent investment evaluation
team within the firm could be very useful in helping to catch lower quality investments
before damage is done. Another concern is the creditworthiness of a firm’s clientele.
Controls such as extensive background and credit checks need to be implemented to help
assess whether taking on a potential client would be beneficial to the firm. With respect
to both investment quality and client quality, it is nearly impossible to assume that there
will not be something or someone that slips through the cracks. When this inevitably
happens, an early detection system is needed to catch the issue before it evolves to a
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much larger issue for the firm. Various issues can be flagged and this would serve to stop
the ongoing process until approved by a risk management team.
III.

Foreign Corporate Tax Rates
Figure 9-1
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IV.

Tax Credits
Due to the general lack of research and development, or extensive technological

research, there are not as many tax credits made readily available for the financial
services industry. However, this does not mean that State Street, or other firms in its
industry, cannot benefit from tax credits. Financial services firms are actually in a better
position than many industries to take advantage of a wide array of credits. This is done
by placing investments in assets that produce tax benefits and tax-free income. Some of
these potential areas of investment include municipal bonds, low-income housing, new
and emerging markets, renewable energy and historic renovation. By placing capital in
these industries, they are able to produce a portion of their income tax-free, and benefit
from industries they are not directly involved with. State Street has fully taken advantage
of these opportunities. This is seen by the fact that tax credits alone reduced the firm’s
effective tax rate by 6.7 percent. Combining the savings from these tax credits with the
savings from tax-exempt income, State Street managed to reduce their tax rate by 11.7
percent, nearly a third of the original rate.
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V.

Tax Planning
A bold move for State Street would be to relocate its headquarters, and attempt to

establish nexus in the Channel Islands. Of course moving anywhere with a zero percent
corporate tax rate sounds great, but it is feasible for State Street. Outside of the US,
Ireland is home to the largest number of State Street branches. Ireland would be a good
move for State Street as well, with less than a third of the tax rate of the United States.
However, using their Irish presence, a nexus could be established in Jersey or Guernsey.
An additional branch or two would help this transition, but it would not be necessary.
Ireland is just a two-hour flight from the Channel Islands. Going between offices in the
US easily takes longer than this, even within the same region of the country. State Street
already boasts a physical presence in these islands, and this presence could be further
bolstered by frequent visits from the heavily concentrated Irish market.

The

interconnectivity of the financial world would help with this transition as well. A trade
on any exchange can be made just as easily in Jersey as it could be in New York or
Boston. While the inversion to the Channel Islands may be a fairly drastic move, it could
certainly be reasonably attempted.
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Chapter 10-Recommendations
Innovation and Learning
Initiatives
Measures
New electronic trading New Product Introductions
program
Use new trading platform New Market Share
to attract new customers

Objectives
Make
State
Street’s
resources and services
available to client base for
individuals.
Develop a customer base
from officers of existing
clientele

State Street is a very technologically advanced firm, but there are still ways they can
improve. They could create a trading platform that is much more accessible to the
common, everyday investor. A majority of State Street’s clients are corporations who
use the firm to help manage pension, retirement, and insurance funds. The electronic
trading platforms provided by State Street are FX Connect and FX Connect Trade
Services. 65 global banks use these cutting-edge systems to help manage their accounts
and trades. Clearly, the widespread use of these trading platforms demonstrates their
utility. Developing a platform similar to these for much smaller clients would help to
access an entirely new market. The costs of developing this software would not be
astronomical either.

State Street is fortunate enough to have a number of existing

platforms to base it off. The primary differences between what is available now are some
of the trading functions and how the new product would be marketed compared to the
already existing platforms. This program could be rolled out not only just in different
regions throughout the United States, but in various areas around the globe. This release
could be done in phases to mitigate the effects of any potential technological risks or
failures that may surface along the way.

If the program is met with success, an
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organizational use model could be adopted, similar to that of a Bloomberg Terminal with
annual usage fees.
For this new platform to be successful, there must be a market of customers that will
use it. One of the best ways to gain these new clients would be through their existing
clients of corporations. State Street has undoubtedly built a close relationship with many
of the officers of these organizations.

This relationship presents a great base for

connecting with these potential clients. These officers would undoubtedly respect the
work State Street has done for their company previously, likely making these investors
have greater trust for the organization than a different wealth advisor. This relatively
limited base functions well as a test market for the new trading platform and services
offered as well. Upon success with these officers, State Street could consider expanding
this personal wealth management division to a much larger practice. Revenues similar to
JP Morgan’s Private Bank could be expected after acceptance and longer-term success of
using the platform with high wealth individuals. This means an extra $1 billion in
revenue. Using State Street’s gross margin of roughly 31 percent, an EPS effect of about
60 cents per year if this program is executed optimally.
Initiatives
Stop purchasing trading
and short term investment
securities at such a high
rate

Financials
Measures
Cash Flow

Objectives
Over the last two years
State Street has been
purchasing a very large
amount of trading
securities. If this
purchasing can be slowed,
and some of these
securities are sold, this
could help to bring State
Street’s operating cash
flows to a positive level.
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Presently, State Street has a negative cash flow from operating activities of $561
million. Generally, analysts view a negative operating cash flow as very unfavorable.
However, two of the biggest reasons for this negative cash flow are not very alarming at
all. The first is that more clients have left larger amounts of money for State Street to be
the custodian of. This functions like an increase in accounts payable, so while this
money is not totally theirs to do anything they wish with it, it is not as serious an
obligation as an astronomical increase in accounts payable. The other factor in this
negative cash flow is the large amount of trading securities purchased by the firm. These
securities, purchased with cash, are used in the day-to-day operations of the firm, and are
far from an unhealthy use of State Street’s cash.
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